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Mature adult phonologies are a function of the (potentially deviant) developmental processes
that learners go through en route from novice to expert behavior. Thus the variation speech
scientists observe in adult speech has its genesis, at least in part, in the divergent paths
learners take to acquire their language. My specific research addresses the development of
timing pertaining to syllables in different populations in order to better understand (1) the role
of perception on timing production and how different distortions of the input, be it by
language transfer in the case of interference from non-dominant languages or hearing loss,
affect the production of timing patterns; (2) the intermediate stages of development en route
from novice to expert-level behavior; and (3) the transformation of holistic productions to
more segmentally defined speech over time. To this end, I perform studies that help me to
tease apart effects of language transfer, phonological knowledge and normal and atypical
speech motor development on syllable-timing production. For this talk, I will address a few of
the past and ongoing studies I have performed with different populations (bilingual children,
bilingual children with cochlear implants, monolingual children with cochlear implants and L2
speakers) in order to a expand on developmentally sensitive views of the phonology, and offer
ideas on how to model this developmentally sensitive view of the phonology by combining
task dynamics and long-short term memory models.
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